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Chapter One-- A Journey Beyond the Way Station
Let me begin by saying, I have been raised
Catholic, and all of my life I have been influenced
strongly by my beliefs. Because of my devotion to my
faith, I have been bombarded by fantastic iconography
and images which seem to proclaim the presence of
not only an omnipotent being who reigns over all of
mankind, but also, the existence of another realm or
realms beyond this insignificant way station known as
earth. Throughout the continual passing of time,
humanity has vigorously tried to give face to the
invisible manipulators who seem to influence their
thoughts and actions. On my thesis quest, I have only
just begun tapping into other forms of religion
-
superstitious pagan beliefs, classical Greek
mythology, etc.
- and how they share a common
element with my own faith. In a sense, my art work
functions to combine elements of these different
doctrines in order to arrive at my own contemporary
art creed. In other terminology, my art work is
utilized to explore the realms of the mysterious, it
seeks out the merciful gods who bestow blessings
from the heavens, it discloses the presence of evil
demons who spit damning curses from fiery hiding
places, and, quite simply put, it points a finger at the
fear and yearning of my mind to envision or make
sense of that which is unknown.
In order to lend credibility to this magical,
chaotic, dream-like world which I have attempted to
create, I have constructed multiple panel paintings
which I continuously shift around while the work is in
progress. Not only does this shift promote a fresh
vibrancy to the surface qualities of the composition,
but it also aids the viewer in altering his/her gaze
from a tangible reality to that which is unfathomable.
For this reason, my thesis endeavor is entitled
Shifting Reality.
In the following plethora of words, paragraphs,
and illustrations, I plan to expand upon some of the
assorted elements which I find pertinent to my thesis
statement. The first section will reveal my personal
struggles to come to an understanding of various
religious philosophies, myths, and symbolism which
relate to my creations. The next section will discuss
specific artists and art works which have had a direct
effect on the outcome of my thesis discoveries. And
the final section will disclose the media and materials
which provide the backbone to the enigma contained
within my thesis images.
Chapter Two -- Personal Philosophies Behind Religion,
Mythic Creatures, and the Contemporary Art Dilemma
Before I dive headlong into a detailed description
of my current thesis paintings, I would like to review
just how I arrived at the need to render the
mythical/religious subject matter on which I base my
recent work. At the inception of my artistic
experience, I started off modestly by drawing and
painting from mediocre still life material as most
artists do. Later, I began juxtaposing groups of rather
odd unrelated objects ( decaying birds, haunting
plaster masks, rotting fruit, etc..) in certain works in
order to explore a range of volumes, overlapping
forms, colors, and other basic formal art issues.
However, upon viewing these pieces in art critiques
and student shows, fellow students and professors
insisted that a narrative direction was evolving in my
work. Soon, I began to intentionally manipulate the
viewer's sensations by imbuing my forms with
personal meaning as I repeated their usage from work
to work changing their placement, and thereby
changing their possible meaning. Sometimes, I would
go so far as to include a written narrative-text in
order to give the audience an insight to the ideas
which floated through my world, but often, I wrote the
text as a means of furthering the cryptic nature of the
finished pieces. I found that I derived great pleasure
from arranging the strangely interesting forms and
throwing in whatever colors suited my mood for the
day. Art became a playful outlet that enabled me to
indulge in self-gratification. Stephen King, an artist
of horrific literature, admitted in the novel Misery
that he formulated his stories for himself above all,
and for the absolute satisfaction of it; he writes :
"The reason authors almost always put a dedication on
a book is because their selfishness even horrifies
them in the
end."
(King 1988) However, it appeared
that this attitude toward my work seemed empty and
shallow. I did not want the paintings to become like
those current, egotistical, high-minded, non-
understandable, Post-Modern, abstract entities which
lie hidden away in galleries or museums, and which
never gain the light of the general public's
comprehension. My art seemed to reflect the modern
art dilemma. Reading about this art crisis in Suzi
Gablik's Has Modernism Failed? led me to believe that
the contemporary art disease might possibly be cured
of its alienating effects by a strong dose of meaning
and direction. Gablik writes:
"At this point in our history,
art finds itself without any
coherent set of priorities,
without any persuasive
models, without any means
to evaluate either itself or
or the goals which it serves.
Our vision is not integrated --
it lacks form and definition.
Is it any wonder, then that art
has fallen prey to difficulties
of legitimacy
-- or that like a
dark body which absorbs
everything and gives out nothing,
it should be undergoing what




In this book, Gablik does not mock the early modernist
painters - Mondrian, Rothko, Hoffman, et al. - for
attempting to liberate the art world and for making
art which was to them philosophically, socially,
spiritually, and most of all, aesthetically sound, but
she questions where this direction in art has taken us.
According to her this liberation of the art scene has
helped cause a "loss of belief in any system of values
beyond the
self."
( Gablik 1984 )
In response to this, I hope to use my art to
rekindle these lost values and beliefs. So, I searched
for a common thread, some basic roots, and fears,
which I think will act to the entice curiosity,
imagination, and contemplative nature of almost all
mankind -- the mystical aspect of religion.
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"What art needs now is to bespeak it's
origins,"
quotes art critic Lucy Lippard of artist-shaman Dennis
Oppenheim in her book Overlay. ( Lippard 1983) The
origins Oppenheim refers to are primitive ones,
conceived of at a time when art was first used to
unify a culture at ritualistic ceremonies or religious
services. Even Lippard is moved to admit that
"the origins of art lay of course in religion.
As an atheist, I was somewhat appalled
to find myself studying religion. Yet the
more I did so, the more I understood that
if art is for some people a substitute for
religion, it!s a pathetically inadequate
one because of it's rupture from social
life and from heterogenous value
systems that exist below the surface
..of homogenized dominant
culture."
( Lippard 1983 )
Thus, Overlay, condemns the haughty art-for-art's-sake
movement and embraces the resurgence of an art which
is more communal, natural, spiritual, and embedded
within instead of separate from the core of society.
With this premise as my guide, I set out to
recapture the ideas and images of the forgotten past in
order to put them to work in a contemporary society
whose art work and religious understanding are, in my
opinion, faltering in a state of decline.
As my creative theory slowly began to evolve, I
chose to weave my painting solely around the highly
familiar main figures found in the image rich Christian
tradition, especially the mournful and agonized ones.
My array of actors included the crucified Christ, the
Blessed Virgin Mary, majestic angels, and the
notorious serpent. Even as these figures are leading
icons in my work, I found they needed to be contrasted
and subdued lest my work became too blatantly
obvious and preachy in its religious content. And so, I
began working on ways of shrouding my images by
giving the viewer more puzzling forms to digest. At
first, I started casting into my work a barrage of
everyday creatures and animals
- vague human forms,
prowling cats, menacing birds, and other odd beings.
Later on, I decided to infuse my expressive statements
with more legendary beings. Now, I have upgraded my
original cast of characters to include the unusual
mythic beasts which crowned the churches of Medieval
times, and which inspired the reverence of all those
who lived under their watchful gaze. These strange
grotesque monstrosities, better known as gargoyles,
are commonly misrepresented in western beliefs as
being satanic-evil creatures, or spawns of hell, while
in fact, they are "pagan deities . . . which the early
8
church was unable to
eradicate"
due to their popularity
throughout every corner of Europe. ( Ross and Sheridan
1975 ) These unusual gods were often used to ward
off evil, and thus, their appearance inspired a
closeness of humanity in dark, superstitious days.
They were protective gods, gods of agriculture, gods of
the sun, moon, planets, and stars, and gods which
embodied every aspect of the mysterious controlling
forces of life. ( Ross and Sheridan 1975 ) In more
primitive times, the gargoyle gave a tangible, visible
form to those unseeable, unstoppable forces which
invisibly surround humanity. In this manner, they
temporarily allowed man to face, and thus, endure his
fears.
Yet another creature who arouses my creative
instincts is none other than the mythic Greek goddess,
the Gorgon Medusa. Like the gargoyles, a fearsome and
odious reputation seem to accompany her name.
Despite this, many mannerist painters chose to
romanticize her serpentine locks and her ominous
countenance. Even the poet Shelley, obsessed with her
visage, wrote about her passionately. This enamoured
man, "rather than being seized with disgust when
gazing at the Medusa's head ... is fascinated by her
beauty."
( Schmiel 1988 ) She cries of the dark side
which is buried within each of us, hidden away in favor
of a more angelic facade. This is why I wish to
portray the more sinister half of art because it is the
one less heralded. This darkness exists not to make us
satanic or ugly, but to make us balanced in mind and
spirit. In this regard, "necessary
evil"
can be in a
manner of speaking beautiful. It is this beauty in art,
this fatal glance which makes us feel most alive.
Aside from this, both the ancient chimeras and the
frightful Medusa are entities who excite the
imagination, and encourage a healthy fear of the
unknown, a fear which I hope can penetrate the heart
of a cold society and keep it from turning to stone.
"The monster demonstrates a profound reality and at
the same time warns and prophesies. He is the portent
sent by God to put us on
guard."
( Resnick 1988 )
What must we be on guard against ? In my opinion
and in the opinion of art critics like Gablik and
Lippard, both artists and the whole of humanity should
protect each other from the infected attitude of
todays art world - an art world which is not
concerned with appealing to the masses, but which has
taken an elitist stance and elevates art according to
its economic merits. Something is awry when art is
no longer being rewarded due to its moral,
intellectual, spiritual, and useful values. The
following excerpts from two of today's leading art
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commentators reflect the previously mentioned
sentiments :
"Above all else, human beings
are chiefly motivated by self-seeking
and material greed. We desperately
need to outgrow this dismal and
diminished image we have inherited
from the past two centuries of
industrialism to overcome
separateness and alienation and
find unity
again."
( Gablick 1985 )
"Artistic . . . quality has been lowered
by plethora. Great works . . .
become articles of consumption
instead of objects of
contemplation."
( Barzun 1989 )
In my theory, it is not the artist's job to elevate
his own self-importance, and thereby mirror the
society which engulfs him, but rather he should
advance his inventive talents by giving life to a
transcendental art, an unblemished art which perhaps
can aid contemporary culture in surpassing the status
quo by evoking thoughts of a time when art and
civilization thrived harmoniously together.
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Chapter Three -- Transcendent Art Works and
Influences
Several influences held sway over my thesis work
on its path toward achieving transcendence. First, I
turned toward those whose creative concepts could
lend the supporting brace of stability to my thesis
compositions. Contemporary artist Dotty Attie, "a
New York artist, who for twenty years has lovingly
extracted details from the old masters and combined
them with text sequences that build into shock
narratives of her own
devising,"
organises her nearly
plagiarized ensembles in a manner which provokes my
curiosity. ( Kozloff 1991 ) She pieces together her
finely detailed elaborate configurations in a series of
precious six inch squares. ( Illustration 1 )
This type of comic-book presentation allows the
viewer to easily delve into her masterfully reproduced
sections while she further attracts her audience
through a puzzling break up of the panels in which she
flashes snippets of tantalizingly-cryptic imagery. It
was this alluring approach to painting which initiated
my personal use of the square in conjunction with the
arcane imagery I lifted from the past.
Another source of inspiration came to me from an
artist whose work I never particularly admired
-
Figure 1 : Dotty Attie
Interest in Anatomy. 1988
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Picasso. I found utterly no fascination in his cubistic
exploits, until I came across a most dramatically
moving master work of his
- Guernica. (Illustration 2)
This complicated explosion of emotional forms arose
from the outbreak of the Spainish War. More
specifically, it reflects the artist's horror at
witnessing the chaos and carnage precipitated by the
bombing of the small defenseless village of Guernica
which took place April 28, 1937. ( Russell 1980 ) The
violence of war which illusion istical ly and
symbolically erupts across the immense canvas, is
accented by Picasso's bare usage of a black, white, and
grey value scheme. This strictly tonal arrangement
places emphasis on the role of the symbolic shapes
within the tense pyramid-like structure. Eternally
sentenced to live out this terror inside this sizable
stage-set, dwell figures reminiscent of those found in
biblical references. For example, the impaled roaring
horse is likened in appearance to the crucified Christ
as he utters a beseeching cry before the impending
release of his tormented spirit to the heavens. Further
indications of the Lord's death appear not only in the
sword-bearers nailed, crucified hand, but also, in the
surrounding apostolic worshippers who bemoan the
fate of their savior. Among these overpowering ly
painful looking personae, various grieving women
Figure 2: Pablo Picasso
Guernica. 1937
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materialize, some of whom bear a striking
resemblence to the Virgin Mary. One in particular
posesses the same characteristics found in a
"pieta"
as the mourning mother cradles the body of her dead
son, and seems to implore her God-like protector the
hovering bull for guidance in this time of crisis.
( Russell 1980 ) As a naive young artist, I can only
hope that someday Til be able to glorify symbols and
powerful meaning in such an original manner.
With Guernica as my instructor, I sought to
abandon the chaotic color schemes I formerly
entrenched my images in, and traded them for a
monochromatic layout which I believe will stress the
importance of my shadowy icons. Furthermore, from
the cubist style I gleaned a less illustrative manner of
rendering subject matter along with a greater
confidence in organizing the spaces within my
multipanel extravaganzas.
More images which stir my blood come forth from
artists who enter more unconventional realms through
creating unusually startling visions. Francisco Goya
was one such artist. His bleak imagination, which he
gave life onto canvas and in prints - especially the
stark series of etchings known as the Caprices --
arose from witnessing the disturbing state of affairs
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which took place in his homeland of Spain during his
lifetime, and were further agitated by a potent illness
which caused him to lose his hearing, thus placing him
on the brink of insanity. ( Schickel 1968 ) His
terrifying revelation of a rather onesided battle
between good and evil, best shown by the painting St.
Francis of Borgia Exorcising a Demonized Dying Man,
disclosed his feelings on how nearly powerless the
church is in loosening the grip evil holds over mankind.
( Illustration 3 ) In this nightmarish vision
"
a dying
man, haunted by demonic animals is entreated to
repent by St. Francis ... It is significant in Goya's
development for it forshadows his use of grotesque
creatures to suggest the dark side of human
nature."
( Schickel 1968 ) While I do not chose to fashion my
lurking figures in such a damning light, I do refer to
Goya's wicked beings when producing creatures of such
a similar guise. Also, I am interested compositionally
in how this master utilizes the antagonizing shades in
relation to the other dream-like personae who exist in
his forboding world.
An additional ghoulish genius, whose otherwordly
fantasies are akin to my own, is J. H. Fuseli. While
maintaining a painting style bordering on the Surreal
and the Romantic, Fuseli was capable of capturing a
phantasmagoria of bizarre occurrences. Nicolas
Figure 3: Francisco Goya





































Powell quotes an anonymous writer in his book
Fuseli: The Nightmare as saying:
"His domain was in air and in hell,
the clouds and the grave. He had
little in common with earth. It was
he who made real and visible to us the
vague and insubstantial phantoms
which haunt like dim dreams the
oppressed imagination. These things
and things like these, were the
subjects over which he ruled, and
amongst which he revelled, and it must
be owned, that often as the attempt
has been made, they have as yet owned
the sway of no other
master."
( Powell 1973)
His most substantial work The Nightmare openly
confronts us with our own subconscious fears and
calls upon us to freely explore our waiting
imagination. ( Illustration 4 )
The very last influential artist of whom I will
speak, was a master of dramatic, almost technically
perfect medieval scenarios. During his lifetime,
Gustave Dore illustrated numerous volumes of literary
masterpieces, but the engravings he made to
accompany the prose of Dante's Divine Comedy are to
me the most compelling. ( Illustration 5, 6, 7 )
"Through dizzy vistas the gaunt figures of Dante and
Virgil pass like ghosts of stone, dramatically spotlit
Figure 4: J.H. Fuseli
The Nightmare. 1781
Figure 5: Gustave Dore
Virail Shows Dante the Souls of the Wrathful. 1861
Figure 6: Gustave Dore
The Demons Threaten Virail. 1 861
Figure 7: Gustave Dore
The Hypocrites Address Dante. 1861
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heroes of some unwritten Verdi opera, poised above
the winding anonymous
crowds."
( Gosling 1973 ) It is
true that in a way Dore's images become almost too
cliche if not too heavyhandedly idealistic, but they
maintain a sense of dignity as they aspire to take the
viewer toward another dimension of life. It is this
very nature which he successfully brings out in his
work and which I hope I can accomplish in my own
thesis paintings.
Thus, after scrutinizing both the old and new
masters works and philosophies, their struggles with
perceiving religious imagery both dark and light, their
methods of promoting the use of a believable fantasy
in art, and their aggressive handling of the
compositional elements, I soon formulated my own
original artworks. Without their aid, my personal
vision would have no foundation.
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Chapter Four -- The Backbone of the Enigma
Now that I have expanded upon my personal,
religious and artistic ideas, and I have discussed those
influential visionaries who helped catapult my own
imagination, I would like to elaborate on the
fundamental elements which hold together the
ethereal paintings, drawings, and prints which
constitute the Shifting Reality series.
The prime background behind these medieval
dreamscapes are words. That is, while the thesis
work progressed through its various states, I found it
necessary to keep an organized journal of fleeting
emotions and racing thoughts which occured to me
from day to day. In one respect, I found the written
word to be an equal to the symbolic forms I utilized,
but I also found that if I used words or snippets of
information from my journal as the title to the pieces
that they would reveal far too much meaning and leave
nothing for the viewer to ponder. So, I determined that
the prose of other authors or text from my private
writings could enhance the ambiguity of the work or
act as a subtle director of sensation. For example, in
Shifting Reality III the following poem by Theodore
Roethke -
"When I saw that clumsy crow
Flap from a wasted tree,
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A shape in the mind rose up :
Over the gulfs of dream
Flew a tremendous bird
Further and further away
Into a moonless black
Deep in the brain, far
back."
( Roethke 1940 )
doesn't specifically address the intent behind the
imagery. Instead, it hints, prodding around the edges,
further enhancing the aura of mystery.
( Illustration 14 ) As I was reading and writing these
types of poetic verse, it began invading my painting
style making it more expressive and painterly.
Gestural mark making became a dominant feature in
my description of the shapes, shades, and flickering
tonal arrangements which dance throughout my
multipanel play. Sketching became a more forceful
means of exploring this spontaneous brand of painting.
The agressively brutish drawing technique I acquired
by vigorously bearing down on the pencil as I rode it
across the blackening sketch paper, and then
chiselling back out areas of white with a rubber eraser
leaving ghostly impressions, brought a fluidity and
freshness to my strongly rendered characters.
( Illustrations 9, 10, 11 )
Even the augmentation of texture aided in
promoting the gestural mark in the paintings as the
glued on string and lace gave the brush an altered
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surface to drag over. Further, I felt that these fibers
added a touch of reality to an otherwise chimerical
realm - they represented a symbol from the tangible
world which aids one in grasping a more elusive
sphere. These fabrics, I first employed in creating
soft-ground applications in etching prints
like Illuminated Shade. ( Illustration 8 ) The
printmaking medium also afforded me many different
methods of applying a limitted palette i.e. a range
of aquatinting, open biting, direct soft-ground
application, double plate registration, etc.
- which
allowed for a higher contrast of values and a greater
resolution of forms. Each of these tools spilled over
into my varied surface implementation in the
paintings.
My sectional pictorial formations are brought to
fruition in transparent areas of monochromatic acrylic
washes which are sometimes illuminated by a
scrubbed on administration of gesso. ( Illustrations
12, 13, 14 ) There is a range of depth implied by
overlapping and the scale change of the odd shapes, as
the figures romp through the invisible landscape.
Also after spending long hours tediously cutting
the wood, nailing together the stretcher frames,
stretching and gessoing all the precious canvases, and
hanging the maze of panels on the wall in my studio, I
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stumbled across the flexibility of basing my designs
on eleven inch squares. The grid organizations could
be arranged and rearranged until I felt satisfied with
their compositional appearance. I even started using
them as framing and border devices which created the
illusion of a protective house or church-like sanctuary
These small panels which assert the reality of the
vision through the painted edge of two inch thick
frame, also give the perception that the activity
engaging within the confines of some of the larger
panels is also exploding outside in the circling
windows and beyond.
Even the implementation of abstracted and vague
seemingly empty areas strenghen ones contemplative
sensations. For example, in Shifting Reality I, the
blackened uppermost void is not only a peaceful area
of rest for the eye, but it also calls to mind the
unfinished spaces found in oriental art. These areas
were left barren not in haste, but as :
"a way of showing that life can never
be fastened down or completely
revealed by the artist's brush, and that
there is something ungraspable and
ever elusive to which the
painter draws ones attention by the
slighest hint leaving the rest
untouched."
( Watts 1958 )
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Therefore, from my vantage point, a combination
of all of these fundamental elements along with many
of these obscure divisions of space, are effective in
attaining a taste of the unknown, and of transferring
the viewer's gaze to its frightening depths or loftier
heights.
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Chapter Five -- End Hope
In the end, I fear that some may interpret my
labors as being the purveyors of wicked or malevolent
arenas where no good can possibly survive. However, I
hope that if they stop and reflect upon my
accomplishments that they may interpret them as
being a continual struggle, a personal inner conflict
between both the dark and the light, or a kingdom
where neither one wins out, but they both exist side by
side on many levels
- together in the complicated
turmoil of the here and now, and separately in the
divided realms of the afterlife -- in a contolled chaos,
a peaceful enmity.
Figure 8: Nancy A. Crosby
Illuminated Shade. 1992
Figure 9: Nancy A. Crosby
Three, 1992
Figure 10: Nancy A. Crosby
"i who am but imperfert in mv fear". 1992
Figure 1 1 : Nancy A. Crosby
Maker. 1992
Figure 12: Nancy A. Crosby






Figure 13: Nancy A. Crosby
Shifting Reality II. 1992
Figure 14: Nancy A. Crosby
Shifting Reality III. 1992
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